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What ‘citizenship’ (in heaven) compels us to do
Gospel of Matthew 11:16-30 (including the woes of 20-24)

!

It’s good to be back! It was good to be away for a while too but there comes a point
in even the best vacation when you start looking forward to being home again. So it’s
good to be home.

!

And because I know that everyone looks forward to seeing the vacation pictures of
other people, I thought I might just skip the sermon and show you some shots of the
Northwest.

!

This one is at Crater Lake National Park.
We got up early to miss the crowds and
actually arrived before the park opened.
Which meant two things: We had to wait
10 minutes for the visitor center to open
so we could use the restroom…and we
got to watch the ranger put the flag up
for the day. Did you like that picture? Sit
tight, I’ve got about… 579 more!

!

OK- I was only kidding because I certainly
know that everyone does NOT look forward to seeing the vacation pictures of other
people! But I wanted to show this particular picture because it evokes a very powerful
sense of identity for most people living in the United States.

!

Coming off another 4th of July holiday (holyday) we are reminded that there is a
“national identity” that contributes to our sense of who we are. We are Americans. We
pledge allegiance. We sing patriotic songs. We hold parades. We shoot off a lot of
Chinese fireworks (well that’s more for fun than anything else:). And even though we
each experience it differently, we all have some sort of national identity.

!

But on this day, when we pour out grace on three beautiful children, we are also
reminded that we have a “baptismal identity” that supersedes every other claim upon
us. Everything else is temporary. Death puts an end to being an America but our
baptism is a “citizenship in heaven” that begins now and ends…well…never!

!

And so we make a big deal about baptisms, and we should. It’s kind of like a second
birthday party, only more awesome! Yet baptism is more than a nice ceremony. Our
baptismal identity goes deeper than a wet head. It soaks in to the very core of who we
are.
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!

Baptism is death to fear and selfishness and then rebirth as a someone who loves like
Jesus…and Jesus loves even enemies! Baptism is at once both a gift of undeserved
love -totally dependent upon God’s grace- …and also a claim upon our lives that
compels us to respond with deeds of holiness. Baptism is a sign that we belong to God
and to one another. Now God expects us to act like it.

!

So on a July 4th weekend when we are blessed with three baptisms and another to
follow next week I want to ask if our baptismal identity and our national identity have
anything to do with one another?

!

It’s a question people have been asking for a long time and if I starting talking about all
the ways Christ and Culture interact, I think you’d be wishing I went with showing all
those vacation pictures instead!

!

But one thing is very clear: Jesus expects there to be a response to an encounter with
God’s grace, a response that leads first and foremost to repentance and Jesus is not
only talking about personal repentance. He’s talking about whole city, whole
community, whole country type of repentance where attitudes change and people
are valued simply because they are human beings. The fact that repentance has
happened in those “foreign” cities of Tyre and Sidon and not in the Jewish cities (which
are part of Jesus’ own “national identity”) leads to those “woes” none of us really want
to hear.

!

Today I hear this text prompting us to consider if our national identity is in need of
repentance when one lives fully as a baptized child of God. National pride doesn’t get
us far in God’s kingdom. It is, after all, to the infants -to the most vulnerable and
weakest human state, that God is most fully revealed. Humility opens the closed doors
exceptionalism tries to lock down. What if we as a nation were just a bit more humble?

!

We could ponder what that means with respect to all kinds of national issues but the
one pressing upon my conscience this morning is the immigration debate that became
even more volatile this past week. For months now, busloads of primarily women and
children from Central American countries have been arriving at the southern US border,
walking across, and turning themselves in to the authorities in an effort to gain asylum in
the United States.

!

Now at this point, I might be the one wishing I would have stayed with the vacation
photo thing -because it would be more safe! But the gospel of Jesus does not call us to
safety. It calls us to faithfulness. It calls us to live out our identity as children of God who
see other people first and foremost as sisters and brothers in Christ.
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!

Now I don’t have all the answers, or even some of the answers but I do know that
meeting a busload of women and children (who are desperate, hungry and afraid, who
have baptized their children in the same name we baptize today) with shouts of “Go home”
or “Return to Sender” doesn’t square too well with the God of the bible. And when you
do that waving American flags it doesn’t square too well with a nation that bolts a
plaque to a statue called “Liberty” with these words on it:

!

!

Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame,
With conquering limbs astride from land to land;
Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall stand
A mighty woman with a torch, whose flame
Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name
Mother of Exiles. From her beacon-hand
Glows world-wide welcome; her mild eyes command
The air-bridged harbor that twin cities frame.
"Keep ancient lands, your storied pomp!" cries she
With silent lips. "Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me,
I lift my lamp beside the golden door!"

Now I realize immigration reform is a difficult issue, but it is a solvable one, if…if we can
make room for a little… repentance, yes repentance. Repentance means we
recognize that some of the problem is with us. Oh it’s easy to blame the problem on
someone else: the president, the congress, the media, or those “illegals”. (Which is a
label that should be applied to me since I consistently drive over the legal speed limit).

!

But what about us? Is there anything we need to repent of? Any attitudes that need to
be drowned so that a different understanding might come to life? Can we admit that
we are afraid of people who look and speak and act differently from us? And then
can we repent of long held prejudice and call upon our political representatives to
compromise and take action on this most desperate issue?

!

Because you realize that’s what’s holding this whole thing up, right? Immigration reform
is stalled because politicians are afraid of vocal minorities (ironic use of the word) who
insist that their way, and only their way, will solve the problem. Could it be that Jesus
declares “Woe” to whole communities and even nations because they were too full of
themselves? Too full of their own pride, their own sense of nationalism, their own sense
of “rightness” to even consider that they might in fact be the ones with the problem,
the ones who need to repent?

!
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Now it may not seem like there has been much good news to talk about this morning
but actually there is more than enough “Good News” to empower better lives and a
better world. Jesus calls those carrying heavy burdens to come to him and then he
says “learn from me”.

!

Repentance is about laying down heavy burdens and picking up something much
more life-giving. We can lay down the guilt and the pride and the fear and the anger
that make this issue so divisive. Maybe then we will discover that Jesus is calling us to
be harnessed with him, like a young colt learning to pull from the older, experienced
horse. And when we learn to model our lives on Jesus’ life, we will not be called to be
on one “side” or another of important issues, not to be conservative or liberal,
Democrat, Republican or Libertarian, but rather to be standing with those who have
the least power and the smallest voice and demanding that they not be overlooked.
And standing there, with the least of these, we will see Jesus more clearly than ever.

!

So perhaps our baptismal identity can shape our national one. Our God is a God of all
nations and all peoples. Surely we can figure out how to handle this current “refugee
crisis” without making political hay to feed our appetite for blame. Maybe we can
make some phone calls or write some letters to those charged to be about the work of
the people. Not to assign fault but to encourage compromise and seek
understanding. You don’t even have to be old enough to vote to do that.

!

And then let’s keep working on that -not being afraid of people who look different from
us -thing. Not only is it the Christ-like thing to do, but you never know when you might
be the strange looking person who
needs some understanding from
someone else. Thanks be to God.
Amen.

